
  

MONTEREY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL MOCK TRIAL  

LOCAL RULES  

  

1. The CRF publishes each year an updated “California Mock Trial Team Rule Book” 

for that year’s Mock Trial program CRF State Rules.  These Local Rules are 

intended to be supplemental to the CRF State Rules, unless the Local Rule 

expressly states that it replaces a particular CRF State Rule, and takes precedence 

over it in order to promote the best interests of our local competition.  

2. Roles and Responsibilities  

2.1Mock Trial Coordinator.  The Mock Trial Coordinator is the Program 

Director of the Lyceum of Monterey County.  The Coordinator is the point of 

contact with the CRF and is responsible for all logistical matters to insure a 

successful competition.  The Coordinator is expected to work in close 

cooperation with the Director & Legal Liaison.  

2.2 Director & Legal Liaison.  The Director & Legal Liaison shall help 

coordinate the participation of legal professionals in the Mock Trial 

competition.  The Director is expected to work in close cooperation with the 

Coordinator.  

1. Oversight Committee.  The Oversight Committee shall consist of the  

Executive Director of the Lyceum of Monterey County, the Director & Legal 

Liaison, and one member of the Lyceum Board appointed by the Board 

President.  The Oversight committee is responsible for dispute resolution and 

proposing amendments to these Supplemental Rules.  

2. The Board of Directors of the Lyceum of Monterey County.  The Board 

bears ultimate responsibility for the integrity of the Mock Trial 

competition.  

  

3. Competition  

3.1 Scoresheet Information.  The total points given by the scorers of the trial to 

each team shall be converted into a percentage of the total points awarded.  The 

only scores reported to the teams or anyone during the competition shall be the 

percentage points.  After the completion of the competition, copies of original 

scoresheets—only with the names of the scorers redacted—shall be made 

available to any interested team.  The team with the higher average percentage 

score will be declared the winner of each round of the competition.  

3.2  Tie-Breakers:  Any tie score shall be broken by the presider’s independent 

selection of the winning team.  Presider’s will not be asked to make a selection 

until it has been determined that a tie exists.  



3.3  Competition Schedule.  The Trial Schedule shall be designed so that each 

team competes in four trials against four different teams, twice on the prosecution 

side and twice on the defense side.  The number of trials may be increased or 

decreased depending upon the availability of volunteers and facilities.  The 

Schedule shall be prepared using letters of the alphabet in lieu of team names 

consistent with the above goal.  The names of teams will then be drawn randomly 

from a hat and assigned to the letters of the alphabet in the order drawn.  The 

number of trials on specific days is based upon the availability of judges, scorers 

and courtrooms for those trials.   

3.4  Championship Trial.   After completion of the initial four trials per team, 

the top two teams with the most wins will compete against each other in a final 

Championship Trial, the winner of that trial wins the Competition and advances to 

the State Competition.  If top teams are tied in wins, the 1st tie-breaker shall be 

their win-loss record against the team(s) they are tied with; the 2nd shall be 

average percentage point score.  The Championship Trial shall consist of only one 

trial.  Prosecution and defense sides shall be the opposite of the sides taken in any 

prior trial between the two teams, or randomly chosen if the teams have not faced 

each other.   

Second place shall be awarded to the team that loses the Championship Trial. 

Third place shall be awarded to the team with the third best win-loss record, with 

the first tie-breaker being win-loss record against team(s) they are tied with, and 

the second tie-breaker, if necessary, being average percentage points.   

3.5  Unforeseen Circumstances.  In the event of unforeseen circumstances, 

such as the unavailability of volunteer judges and scorers or courtrooms, the 

Schedule may be altered as required to achieve a fair competition and result.  

3.6 Competition Pairings.  Competition pairings shall be done randomly.  

Each team will participate in four trials, two on defense and two on prosecution.  

3.7 Attorney coaches and team coaches shall not score any trial.  An exception 

may be made in cases of unforeseen and exceptional circumstances.  

3.8  Clerk and Unofficial Timers may use cell phones, tablets, or other 

electronic devices to time each trial.  This is different than the State Finals rules 

where only a stop watch is allowed for timing.   

  

4. Miscellaneous:  

4.1 Volunteer Event.  Mock Trial relies on volunteers from our legal 

community in order to succeed.  In order to maintain a fair competition among the 

participating high schools, all assistance provided to teams must be provided by 



volunteers, excepting the teacher coach.  No persons may be hired or services 

purchased to assist a mock trial team in any way.  

4.2 Student Participation.  It is a goal of the program that all high school 

students who wish to participate in a mock trial have the opportunity to do so.  

There is no substitute for a student’s experience of being in an actual courtroom 

participating in a trial before a real judge.  At the same time, there are limits to the 

allowable size of the team.  In order to evaluate whether rules may be needed to 

ensure full student participation, following the competition each team shall report 

to the sponsor (1) how many, if any, students desired to be on the team but were 

not allowed on the team, for any reason; and (2) how many, if any, team members 

did not participate in at least one mock trial during the competition.  Reasons may 

be included.  

4.3 Attorney/Judge Volunteer Training.  On average, roughly 90% of 

attorneys and judges who volunteer as mock trial presiding judges and scorers are 

returning volunteers, and are familiar with their duties and not in need of training.  

In the event of significant changes to their roles, they will be personally advised 

of such.  For the handful of new volunteers, they will receive individual 

consultation and instruction regarding their volunteer duties.  

4.4 Stipulation/Waiver.  Any State Rule or Local Rule may be waived by 

stipulation for the benefit of the program upon agreement of affected teams and 

the Sponsor.  

  

5. Sportsmanship/conduct  

5.1 Conduct Towards Volunteers.  Because the success of the Mock Trial program 

is largely due to the generous contribution of volunteer time by our local judges 

and lawyers who volunteer as presiding judges, scoring attorneys and attorney 

coaches, it imperative that their efforts be appreciated.  Accordingly, at no time 

shall any criticisms be made against any mock trial volunteer.  If someone has a 

concern that a volunteer may not be adequately performing his/her volunteer 

duties, that concern may only be raised discretely and directly with the Sponsor.  

5.2 Non-Team Member Conduct.  In addition to Mock Trial participants, all 

attendees of trials shall at all times act with good sportsmanship, including, but not 

limited to, refraining from profanity, raising voices in anger, or otherwise 

demonstrating poor sportsmanship.  If an attendee violating this rule is affiliated 

with a specific team, such as a parent, or student or employee from the team’s 

school, the team’s attorney coach and/or teacher coach shall make a good faith 

effort to correct and control the attendee’s misconduct.  While a team won’t be 

penalized for the misconduct of an attendee affiliated with them but not a team 

member, the team may be penalized for their failure to make a good faith effort to 

correct and control the misconduct.  



5.3 Trials Open to Interested Person’s at Sponsor’s Discretion.  This rule replaces 

CRF State Rule 1.3.D which states that their trials are open to the public.  All 

interested persons, whether family, friends or others with a connection to a 

participating school or the mock trial program are permitted to attend trials at the 

Monterey County Courthouse.  This permission may be revoked, however, if an 

attendee violates the sportsmanship rules or participates in any other conduct that 

would reflect poorly upon the Mock Trial program.  

5.4 Scouting.  Scouting is defined as observing a trial in which one’s team is not 

participating in order to obtain information about the observed team or teams 

performances to benefit one’s team.  In order to avoid the appearance of scouting, 

team members, as well as those affiliated with a particular team, such as family 

members of team members or other students or employees of a team’s school, 

shall only observe trials in which their team is competing.      

6. Dispute Resolution  

Any dispute of an unresolved matter shall be heard by the Oversight Committee.  

A request by any team for dispute resolution to the Oversight Committee must be 

made in writing and state the reason(s) for the requested resolution.  The Oversight 

Committee’s decision is final.    

  

Amendments.  Any proposed amendment to these Supplemental Rules must be 

submitted to the Oversight Committee for consideration and possible 

recommendation to the Lyceum Board for adoption.  

  

The Supplemental Rules should be viewed as a “living document” that can be 

amended as the need arises.  

  

  

  

  


